Enabling children to develop and grow...

BloomZ
Where kids study naturally
Rooted in Manav Rachna Vidyantaraiksha
www.bloomz.edu.in
BLOSSOMING FUTURES...

Children are like an exotic canvas of coloured blooms offering succour to the soul and symbolising peace on earth. Growing children are like flowering plants in full bloom. Groups of happy children are canopies of happiness and a riot of colours. They stand out against the brilliant sky of time.

At BLOOMZ, we believe that a strong foundation is the key to success in life. So we enable children to work methodically in a truly caring environment. More than morals, good habits, playful games, imagination, the stars and moon, sizes and shapes, care, counting, good eating habits, places and confidence, we help children to develop, grow, blossom, rise in life and spread their fragrance all along.

“BLOOMZ IS THE CELEBRATION OF HUMAN POTENTIAL”
ROOTED IN
“MANAV RACHNA VIDYANTARIKSHA”

BLOOMZ takes root from Manav Rachna “Vidyantariksha”, a conjugation of words “vidya” and “antariksha”. Vidya means knowledge, information, the basis of creativity and innovation. It is the foundation of technology and envisages the future. “antariksha” means the sky, the space which we belong to or exist. It can be broken into ‘antar’ and ‘ikshan’ which means inner vision. Hence, the combination, the core promise of Manav Rachna becomes the reality of “inner vision” or “root of all knowledge.”
VISION
Bloomz is a very thoughtful addition to the existing education pattern of Pre-nursery to XII at Manav Rachna schools. Looking at the growing requirement for quality education, a healthy environment and a positive ethos for the young Toddlers who spend their time in Day Care Centers. Manav Rachna envisioned Bloomz, a highly safe, secure, comfortable, happy & loving environment, ensuring highest quality care for each little child, it is a facility where holistic Education is the essential component.

MISSION STATEMENT
We believe that each child is a potentially divine human being who should be nurtured & facilitated to discover himself/herself in the play ground of education. Bloomz wing of Manav Rachna provides that natural learning, happy environment. It is here that the children will reach their full potential in readiness for the future schooling through informal experiential learning.

Committed to making a difference to education at the grass root level
Manav Rachna is starting this new Venture Bloomz from JULY 2011
SYSTEM

A systematically structured one year programme for the Pre-Toddlers will focus on the development of all major faculties of the child.

Understanding that the first six years of a child's life are of utmost importance in the formation of his attitude towards life and his learning patterns in the future years, we provide a highly stimulating and nourishing environment to develop his/her mental skills.

Eligibility: Children in the Age group of one year nine months to Two Years (by 1st of July) will be eligible for BloomZ.
WHY BLOOMZ?

• Fosters brain development & smartness.
• Develops educational preparedness.
• Inculcates a lifelong love for learning.
• Creates promptness in applications.
• Improves concentration levels.
• Ensures ability to work independently & in group.
• Enhances listening and speaking skills.
• Provides experimental learning instead of memorization.
• Improves performance in school.
• Helps in forming positive attitude towards learning.
• Provides situations for social, emotional & spiritual development.
CURRICULUM

As children of this age group emerge from babyhood, they require both a home like comfortable, yet, stimulating and a little challenging environment to develop their skills. We have a specially developed curriculum which is flexible enough to accommodate the individual strengths of each child. With our innovative concept of learning centers we lay stress on learning by doing. Every concept is built & imparted in a manner that stimulates the multiple intelligences of the children resulting in better understanding and retention of the concepts. We do not believe in learning in vacuum, so it is always hands on work and experiential learning. The Bloomz curriculum offers multifarious enjoyable learning opportunities & situations to the little ones.
It is ....
Flexible
Exciting & Challenging
Fun filled & highly engaging
Project & concept based
focused on learning by doing
Encourages Exploring and discovering
Brings out Creativity & Imagination
Practical & activity based
Relates to real life situations
CURRICULUM FOCUS AREAS

Kinesthetic & Physical Development:
The foundation stage is about improving skills in coordination, manipulation and control. Physical development has two very important aspects; it helps children gain confidence in what they do and also enables them to feel the positive benefits of keeping healthy.

Children naturally love to jump, hop, bounce, roll, climb, catch, balance and stretch and they have the opportunity to do so here under careful supervision.

Practical Life activities and manipulative play help to develop the motor skills, development control & coordination of movement, sense of order, independence, concentration, responsibility of self and environment, good work habits, attention & positive self image.
Learning through senses -
As children learn fastest through senses, they will be involved in activities that stimulate their learning senses based on a logical learning sequence needed for neurological and intellectual development in an orderly manner.

Mathematical Grains Cognitive
Mathematical material is designed to give the child a sound understanding of early number concepts, number and their relationship. Work is always introduced in a simple and sensorial way so that the child can see, hold and feel a number or concept and gradually be led to an abstract understanding.
Language Stimulus
Language stimulus session lays the spotlight on communication skills. It is aimed at honing the children’s ability to talk, listen & converse in a supportive & dynamic environment. It is a fun & effective way to develop child’s confidence, imagination, creativity & concentration skills. It is an integral part of our Bloomz Programme. The process of communication & expression is encouraged.

Environment
A vibrant environment that helps the child gain knowledge and understanding of the world, develop positive and caring attitude towards natural environment and respect for all. Our tiny tots become inquirers, thinkers, knowledgeable, open-minded and sensitive.
Music & Movement
A music-and-movement programme that develops rhythm and coordination in your child in order for him/her to express himself/herself.

Role Play -
The role play area enables the children to use their imagination. It builds confidence, encouraging cooperation and intervention amongst themselves. It offers a wider knowledge of their dresses and of people who help in the community.

Creative Art/Play:
Creativity is fundamental to successful learning. Being creative enables children to make connections between one area of learning to another, allowing him/her to extend his/her understanding.
Sand/water play:
This area provides endless scope and opportunity. Sand and water play holds a sensory experience and encourages manipulative skills (e.g., Pouring accurately). It also provides a soothing effect, promotes concentration and leads to imaginative play. It provides an outlet for mathematical and scientific discoveries (e.g., Volume, capacity, floating and sinking and weight). Sand and water play also give rich opportunities for language building.

Circle Time - Free Play
Our Circle time/ free play programmes are all uniquely characterized by our singular focus on supporting children's overall development in the most loving, motivating & meaningful manner possible. We do what comes innately & naturally to children- we play. This is a time at the beginning of each session for your child to settle in & get reacquainted with the people & the environment.
Parent Involvement Activities
We greatly encourage you to join in & be a model of participation for your child language & communication.

- Respond to sound with sound, speech with speech.
- Find time to 'sit & talk' to your baby everyday.
- Make your language clear. Don't mumble (Babble).
- Tie words to actions.
- Help children communicate with gestures.
- In your conversation, help children learn to think.
- Ask a lot of questions.
- Make language happy & positive.
- Read, read, read to your child.
- Last but not the least ........... “Listen to your child”.


Shared Story Time
Story time session is important to set a good example of attentive listening to your child. Don't let a day go by without reading at least one book to her, preferably two or three. Make library trips family rituals. Let her point to the pictures as you say certain words 'Show me the dog'

So Read, read, read to your child and coax him/her to do picture reading and cook a story.
Tummy Time
Remember, Tummy Time should be a fun time along with a snack pack consisting of a protein-rich food, a carbohydrate-laden food & pieces of fruits. Tummy Time is an opportunity to introduce children with different foods, to the social graces, rituals of eating & drinking while sitting amongst peers. Tummy Time is a chance for your child to experience food by tasting, feeling, eating, squashing, mashing or crumbling. It is meant to be a sensorial learning experience.

Just Dance
Dance with me is fun & energetic singing- a long session where everyone participates with their nuances & bodies. Create a lively musical environment to encourage physical expression & to enhance your child’s enjoyment & learning of language.
Enjoy fun packed dance sessions with your child at home, thus developing his physical control, mobility, awareness of space & manipulative skills.
Imaginative play.
Our aim therefore is not merely to make the children understand, and still less to force them memories, but to touch their imagination so as to enthuse them to their inner core, as said by Dr Maria Montessori.

APPROACH TO LEARNING
We follow a blended approach to learning which has been developed by the Manav Rachna team over the years. We try to cater to the strength of each child through our innovative, technology based teaching learning methodology.

We view each child as a unique individual and are committed to educating them holistically. Manav Rachna approach to learning is...

Child centred, Play way, Montessori, Addresses Multiple intelligences, Multi sensory. Learning Centre based in a nutshell we create a friendly and supportive environment where learning turns out to be an exciting and joyful experience. Children are given full freedom & scope to satisfy their curiosity and explore new worlds through games, songs, stories and activities.

Children learn in a number of different ways, & we make sure that we offer them the opportunity to learn, in ways each one of them learns best.
“We strongly believe that the test of the correctness of education procedure lies in the happiness of the child” -

Our child friendly LEARNING CENTERS with lots of self learning Montessori material promotes.

- learning by doing....
- Development of language through phonetic approach.
- Cognitive development based on the concept of simple to complex and concrete to abstract through hands on activities.
- Sensorial training based on a logical learning sequence needed for neurological and psychological development.
- Life skills, habits, values, skills and concepts a child develops are for a lifetime.
- Cultural exposure to develop positive and caring attitude towards natural environment and respect for all.

What happens in a Bloomz class?

Our babies and their facilitator play and learn in rich, stimulating and nurturing environment created through specially designed studios and with developmentally appropriate toys and equipment. The curriculum focus is on hands-on meaningful interaction in a language-rich environment. Learning in the Bloomz programme is facilitated through an array of activities; including music, art & craft, stories, puppets and even a healthy eating time! In Bloomz, learning, playing, sharing, laughing and growing are integrated into a singularly joyful experience.
Advantage BLOOMZ

- Air conditioned & spacious learning centre
- Play ground & free play areas
- Sand pit
- Splash pool
- Educational toys
- Montessori learning material
- Aquarium
- Bunk beds for relaxing
- Furniture & Fixtures with safety guards
- Health & hygiene care
OUR STAFF

Our trained teachers are dedicated towards developing the full potential of the child. They are warm, patient & polite - who take an extra step to make each child, comfortable & happy in the environment. We at MRIS are known for our forward-looking and innovative approach towards delivering quality to our students. Teachers are updated on newer techniques and technology through our in-house training programmes.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

- Parent linked programme
- Festivals
- Special assemblies
- Special sports & games meets
- Birth day celebrations

Extra fun at Bloomz:

- Nature walks.
- Sand Pit
- Baby Gym
- Outdoor sports activities - Swings & slides, Group games, Jungle gym.
- Music & Movement
- Theatre /Drama
- Art & Craft
- Class library
- Hands on Computer
- Potter's wheel/Pottery
- Junior engineer - Fixing blocks, brain storming activities like puzzles, threading beads, hand-tool activities, problem solving games etc.
- Story time
- Role play
- Dance
- No flame cooking
- Baby yoga
- Puppet Theatre
- Splash Pool

Children are given full freedom and scope to satisfy their curiosity and explore new worlds through games, songs, stories & activities.

We don't teach them, we just show them how to learn & what to learn.